WHO GOES THERE?
Discover the animals where you live by searching
for their winter tracks!

WHAT YOU’LL NEED:

•

•

A way to record the tracks
you see. You can use a camera,
a camera on a mobile device,
or paper and pencil
Field guide for your area

HOW TO DO IT:
1. Get outside! It’s best to look for tracks in
freshly fallen snow. You can look for animal
tracks in wild and urban areas. Wildlife is all
around us, sometimes we just have to take
a minute to find it.

2. You’ll want to begin by looking for tracks
near places animals would like to go. In
winter squirrels might move from tree to
tree, birds may be near a birdfeeder, and
other animals like deer may wander out in
the open.

together at a time. Animals that walk will
leave a different pattern. For example, when
deer walk they will place their back feet in
the same place their front feet were, making
it look like a straight line of tracks!

B. See if you can figure out what direction an
animal is moving in by closely looking at their
tracks!

C. Look at some of the example tracks on this
page to see if any of these animals are
found where you live!

3. Identifying tracks is all about recognizing
patterns in the way animals move. Most
field guides will give you examples of animal
tracks. If you don’t have one handy, use
the tips below - take some photos and try
and figure out what animals left the tracks
by doing some research on your own.

A. Does it look like the animal hopped or
walked? Animals that hop will leave a
clump of 4 tracks (front and back feet)

Find more fun activities like this one for free at www.academy.animaljam.com
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